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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
If you have any news that you feel would be of interest to Somerset 
members or would like to comment on any current issue then please 
send them to me.  Entries for the next issue before 30th December 

please to: Joan Gubbin, email: mail@gubbin.co.uk 
 

Company Registration No 4458492.   Registered Charity in England & Wales No: 1093577.   Registered charity in Scotland, 

 REPORT OF AREA FOOTPATH SECRETARY 
 

Section 130 Applications. The longstanding obstructions to FP WN4/6 in 
North Brewham, which connects paths between the Frome and Bruton areas 
avoiding roads, remain. At the last meeting I was authorised to proceed with a 
Section 130 Order. As a first step I notified Peter Hobley of SCC of our intention. 
He has undertaken to review the progress on clearing the obstructions with his 
relevant warden. After discussion with reps. For S. Somerset and Mendip I will 
wait 3 months for action, failing which I will start the formal Section 130 process. 
The Deregulation Act 2015 We still await the Regulations for changes to  
making alterations to the definitive map, which appear to have been further  
delayed following the change of government ministers. 
Somerset Coastal Path – an issue has arisen over the extension of the path 
from Brean Down to the boundary with N. Somerset. The proposed route uses 
an existing dead-end footpath that lead to a former ferry and then following the 
river Axe up-stream. This area is an important area for, amongst other birds, the 
redshank. As a result English Heritage and the landowners are proposing highly 
restrictive access (for only 3 months of the year) to this section of the Coastal 
Path. It is also proposed to delete the existing definitive path and replace it with 
the restricted access Coastal Path. As the use restriction seems excessive and 
contrary to the intention of the English Coastal Path to provide access at all times, 
I have asked for advice from Head Office and am awaiting the views of the Coastal 
Path Officer on this issue. 
Cropping and Obstruction of Paths – at the last Area Council it was agreed 
that any regular such cases on well used paths would be notified to the Area FPS 
for reporting to the RPA if the circumstances warranted. Surprisingly I am only 
aware of one or two such complaints being forwarded to the RPA. As the present 
rural payments system will be maintained for the next year or so, and a similar 
replacement scheme post-Brexit has been promised, it is surprising that so few 
complaints have been made (unless I have not been notified). 
Keep our paths open! – group walk leaders do a lot to maintain the use of the 
excellent network of paths in Somerset and N. Somerset by choosing different 
paths to walk. A prior recce. with a small group to clear any overgrowth or simple 
obstructions can ensure that the paths are available for others. More serious  
obstructions can be cleared by working parties with the approval of the local SCC 
or NSDC warden for the area. With Mendip I am trying to arrange a meeting with 
the relevant Cabinet Member at SCC to discuss greater use of Ramblers  
volunteers. N. Somerset does not seem to have the same problem of a perceived 

reluctance to use volunteers.    Carl Earl 

  

 

 

Vanessa Griffiths appointed Chief Executive 
 

Vanessa joins the Ramblers from National Trust Wales, where she is responsible for 
leading the North Wales team of staff and 
volunteers. With more than 10 years  
experience in the charity sector, Vanessa 
has also previously successfully led 
Groundwork North Wales - a social  
enterprise working with disadvantaged 
individuals and communities to help them 
to improve their own lives through the 
creation of green spaces, green jobs and 
green energy. Before this she was a senior 
civil servant in the Welsh government, where she was responsible for economic 
development and business support. 
     Des Garrahan, Chair of the Ramblers Board of Trustees, said ‘We are delighted 
that Vanessa Griffiths is joining us as our new chief executive and we extend a warm  
welcome to the Ramblers. Vanessa has a long history of caring for landscapes and 
helping connect people with place, which stands her in good stead as the lead of 
Britain’s walking charity. 
 

Area 2017 AGM, 18th February at Nether Stowey 
Hosted by Sedgemoor Group at St Mary’s Church Centre, there will be a walk  
starting at 10.30am followed by time to eat packed lunches before the meeting 
which starts at 2pm.  The speaker will be Chris Siddaway, who will talk about  
Somerset history and culture in a humorous and interesting style together with a 
slide presentation.  A good turnout would be appreciated! 
Area Secretary needed  We will need to elect a new Area Secretary to replace 
David Thompson who moves on to the position of Chairman. Proposers and  
seconders please for this important post.  Contact David Thompson via the area 
website to find out what the job entails if you are interested. 
 

Newsletter editor  
The current newsletter editor is moving out of the area and we need a replacement. 
Anyone prepared to take on the role please contact Joan Gubbin by email on 
mail@gubbin.co.uk if you are interested.  Full briefing on what is required will be 
given.  
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GROUP REPORTS 
 

Mendip Group   
Membership: Our membership has decreased by 7 (-1%) over the last year 
Working Party Report: We have been asked to survey and waymark the East 
Mendip Way.The working party remains very busy going out every week. We are 
being kept occupied by both Somerset and B&NES 
Walking Festival: A very successful walking festival was held at Cheddar with 
over 300 walkers over the three days. Next year’s festival will be at Butleigh 
Holidays: Eleven ramblers had a very good holiday in Brittany in September. 
Access Land: The blocked access to the access land to the North of Rodney 
Stoke National Nature Reserve ST 494 505 has been cleared. 
Sedgemoor Group   
This summer has been a busy one for the group. As well as a full programme of 
walks, we held our first walking festival at Nether Stowey on June 11th & 12th. We 
were very pleased with the attendance and welcomed walkers from Kent and 
Berkshire.  We have decided to hold another festival in June 2017. 
     In July we enjoyed our summer outing to the Malvern Hills, travelling by coach.  
Three walks had been arranged, something for everyone.  We were blessed with 
good weather and after the walks, all retired to Weatherspoons for a ‘rest and be 
thankful’ meal followed by a quiet journey home by coach as most folk were 
asleep!  Thanks to Ed Levy for organising this enjoyable day out and to the walk 
leaders Alan & Sara & Mike. 
     Also in July we held our summer lunch at the Chairman’s house preceded by a 
walk. It was a full garden of attendees where Jenny, our host, worked her magic 
with the food, assisted by her dedicated helpers. 
    Our Working Party cleared an overgrown path at Bawdrip, which had been out 
of commission for about 8 years.  Job well done before taking a Summer break. 
The 10-day Group Walking Holiday this September was to Austria which was  
enjoyed by the 9 people involved. 
West Somerset Group   
West Somerset Ramblers have had a busy and very successful year.  In addition to 
a full programme of Wednesday and Saturday walks, we have also travelled further 
afield.  Membership is increasing gradually, and attendance at meets is generally 
good, without becoming unmanageable in size. 
     This year, the group has organised two ‘Away Days’.  Both Westward Ho and 
Bath proved to be popular.  Three walks were arranged at each venue to cater for 
all walking abilities.  At Westward Ho, excellent weather and beautiful wildflowers 
along the coast path made the walk memorable for all.  The visit to Bath was so 
different and members particularly enjoyed the contrasts they experienced.  The 
City’s limestone environment was such a change from our more normal venues on 

the wilds of Exmoor.  Plans for a Group Holiday in St. Mawes, later in the 
year, are well underway. 2 7 

  

The Ramblers website can be found at: www.ramblers.org.uk 
Area website is at: www.somersetramblers.co.uk 7 

Our final walk on the Saturday morning 
was, once again, from Alieza up into the 
hills with some strenuous climbing, and 
we eventually, after 13kms, arrived at a 
Cider factory where we quenched our thirst and partook of cold meats and cheese. 
Just as we were about to leave it started to drizzle so many of us put our  
wet-weather gear on and cursed that we had another 13kms to get back. To our 
surprise, and joy, around the first bend in the road were parked two buses to take 
us into Potes. Such relief! The hospitality at Casa Gustavo was superb; the house 
can accommodate up to 14 people and has a variety of rooms, each with its own 
individual character. The food was good, provincial and international dishes were 
prepared especially for us. Local wines and beer were included with dinner and  
no-one was left hungry or thirsty! Picnic lunches were included on all walking days. 
Details of Casa Gustavo, and walking holidays can be found at http://picos-
accommodation.co.uk/walking. Flights to Santander or Oviedo are probably more 
convenient and require much less travelling time to/from Casa Gustavo. 
 

PICTURES FROM THE 2016 AREA HOLIDAY 

Right: On the top of 
Brown Willie,  
Bodmin Moor. 
Below: Trenance 
Point above High 
Cove. 

Below: On the way 
to Morgan Porth. 
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WALKING IN THE PICOS DE EUROPA 
The website said ‘If you like walking in small groups, in good company, amid  
stunning scenery, read on.....From ambling through shady woods and flower-
strewn meadows, trekking the Scottish Highland like Cordillera Cantabrica to 
scrambling on high limestone peaks, the Picos de Europa have something to suit 
every level of walker. Our intimate knowledge of both the high and low terrain is 
probably unsurpassed.’ Encouraged by such a description a group of 12 from West 
Mendip Walkers signed-up for a week’s walking the last week of May (2016). We 
flew in to Bilbao where we were met by Mike and Pieter our guides for the week, 
and were taken on a two and one-half hour drive to our accommodation (Casa 
Gustavo) in Alieza just outside Potes. 
We stayed with Mike and Lisa, in their 15th century renovated farmhouse and we 
took daily walks in the valleys, along the ridges and high up above the tree line. 
We walked the magnificent Cares Gorge, an awe-inspiring 2,000 metre deep cleft 
between two high massifs with an amazing footpath hewn from the rocky sides. 

The highest parts of the ranges are where 
limestone pavements and jagged peaks are 
the home to wild creatures such as mountain 
Chamoix, Griffon Vultures and Golden  
Eagles. Brown bears and wolves still inhabit 
these mountains. The daily walking was varied 
and ranged from valley walks to hikes high 
above the tree line. Some walks found us 
passing through remote villages where time 
seems to have stood still and the luxuries of 
the 21st century are only just beginning to 

appear, such as paved roads and electricity. To reach the highest parts of the cen-
tral range, there was a spectacular cable car that whisked us up over 1,830m in 
one sweep. This was arranged for us on Day-1of our adventure as there was talk 
of the weather deteriorating as the week progressed although this did not  
eventuate. However, the cable car was only one-way and we walked back down 
the mountain and took in the magnificent scenery, and caught sight of Chamoix on 
the ridges, and reflections of snow covered peaks in the mountain pools.   
Day-2 was the toughest of the week. We walked from Alieza immediately after 
breakfast at9.30a.m. and made an ascent of 1,100m and experienced what was for 
us some of the most stunning scenery, and the flora of the wild hay meadows 
(calcareous) was particularly lovely. We saw many species of wild orchids and 
other wild flowers and beautiful grasses. We staggered back in around 6.30p.m. 
very weary and in much need of a beer or glass of wine. 
We walked every day in different parts of the Picos, and were blessed with  
excellent weather throughout save for the Saturday afternoon after we had been 
dropped off in Potes. 
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Woodspring 
Woodspring has continued with a full programme of walks throughout the  
summer. The input of new walk leaders over the past year has been very  
encouraging and now a new initiative has been put in place for future programmes.  
It is intended to have a small programme of ‘Winter Warmer’ walks during the 
next programme.  These walks will be about 4 to 5 miles long and will start and 
finish at a venue providing refreshments.  This will be a café, pub, garden centre or 
whatever.  We hope to entice some of our not so energetic walkers and maybe 
see some of the 60% or so of our members that do not normally walk for various 
reasons.  If this winter programme is successful we hope to continue the walks 
into future programmes but with a different title.  This will be discussed at the 
next committee meeting. 
     Footpath maintenance has mainly concentrated on the replacement of old 
stiles with new metal gates and kissing gates. Since our inauguration in 2010 I am 
very pleased to inform everyone that the maintenance team, led by Martin Raines, 
has installed 110 gates and 9 bridges in North Somerset.  We have also completed 
vegetation clearance along countless kilometres of footpaths.  North Somerset 
footpaths have seen substantial benefit from this work. 
     Martin has now stood down from his position as maintenance manager after 8 
years in the post.  The first 18 months involved a considerable amount of  
negotiation and ‘persuasion’ to allow the authorities to realise we were a possible 
asset to them.  This Martin has done most successfully and our work is recognised 
across the area.  Martin will still be fully involved in the team as he has the trailer 
with the large and heavy mechanical tools and machinery.    
     We now welcome David Boley into the fold as our new maintenance manager.  
Having completed two months in the job he has taken on the task head on and is 
already proving an excellent project manager.  
     The group enjoyed a very nice weekend at Arundel.  Thanks to Mary and  
Martin we had 8 walks over the weekend and the weather was kind to us.  
     Our 25th Anniversary year is drawing to an end and I can report that it has 
been a most successful year.  Many events have taken place with the culmination 
of our anniversary walk and tea last 
Sunday 9th October.  Robin led the  
anniversary walk which more or less 
covered the first walk the group did.  
This started and finished at  
Kewstoke where we had our  
anniversary tea (right). 
     Memberships stands at 198 which 
is a slight reduction since the last 
report and is showing a continuous 
reduction over the year.   
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Taunton Deane Ramblers  
The Group continues to offer a programme of (normally) four walks per week, 
and a number of new walk leaders have come forward.  We also have a new  
Sunday half-day walks co-ordinator, Janice Cockett, Peter Williams having stood 
down after a number of years in the role.  Numbers attending walks have held 
fairly steady in recent months. 
     Friday evening walks are continuing into the Autumn with earlier start times. 
These will be followed by ‘urban walks’ over the winter, where use of a torch is 
advised. 
     One of our committee members, Gill Lee, has undertaken the task of 
‘collecting’ walks around Taunton Deane, and has now built up a library of over 
eighty walks on laminated sheets or in plastic envelopes. 
     The Group will be holding its annual Christmas Dinner for members on  
Friday 16th December at the Merry Monk, Monkton Heathfield. 
     The Group has now produced and is selling its calendar for 2017.  These are 
available via the Group website www.tauntonramblers.org.uk.  The Group has 
also produced a diary for Group members, who are also receiving a second copy 
to give out to friends or interested persons as a way of promoting Ramblers. 
South Somerset 
Membership steady.  We regularly hold two walks on Thursdays of differing 
lengths and a longer walk on Sundays.  Once a month we have a Saturday walk.  
Phil Bradshaw holds a folder of walks handed down by our long standing  
Chairman Jim Fewkes which has encouraged a couple of new walk leaders to lead 
a walk. 
     A successful rambling holiday run by Saga to Montengro was organised by 
John Oliver and enjoyed by several members.  The Working Party lead by Roger 
Cripps installed a kissing gate in Shepton Beauchamp.   
The last round in SCC’s 10 ten year cycle for Footpath Surveys is underway and 
160 path numbers are being inspected.  When our group started these surveys, 
40 was the usual amount but this gradually crept up to 80 – 90.  The extra should 
round up this cycle and a new 10 year round will commence in August. 
     Our annual summer supper was held at the Long Sutton Golf course and  
everyone agreed the venue managed well with the large numbers. 
SWAG 
SWAG continues to enjoy well attended walks. The turnout has been boosted by 
excellent advertising on our Facebook page. Both new and existing members are 
using social media to say how much they have enjoyed our walks and socials. 
However, despite the very positive feedback, we're still finding it difficult to  
retain current members and recruit new ones.  In November, SWAG will hold 
its AGM and the majority of the existing committee have said they'd be happy to 
stand again. They have done a great job in 2016 and it's hoped that all the  
can be filled this year including appointing a Publicity Officer to spread the word 

about the group. 
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An engineering masterpiece!  
This brand new pedestrian gate has been installed along the West Mendip Way at 
Priddy. Not only has the gate been installed as a stand-alone gate with no side 

attachments but the old 
stone wall, just inches from 
the gate, has been re-built 
with concrete blocks.   
Members of footpath  
maintenance teams, 
Woodspring especially, will 
notice that the gate has not 
been installed correctly as 
the bottom rail should be 
underground.  Quite a waste 
of time and resources 
wouldn't you say! 
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Section 130 Applications. The longstanding obstructions to FP WN4/6 in 
North Brewham, which connects paths between the Frome and Bruton areas 
avoiding roads, remain. At the last meeting I was authorised to proceed with a 
Section 130 Order. As a first step I notified Peter Hobley of SCC of our intention. 
He has undertaken to review the progress on clearing the obstructions with his 
relevant warden. After discussion with reps. For S. Somerset and Mendip I will 
wait 3 months for action, failing which I will start the formal Section 130 process. 
The Deregulation Act 2015 We still await the Regulations for changes to  
making alterations to the definitive map, which appear to have been further  
delayed following the change of government ministers. 
Somerset Coastal Path – an issue has arisen over the extension of the path 
from Brean Down to the boundary with N. Somerset. The proposed route uses 
an existing dead-end footpath that lead to a former ferry and then following the 
river Axe up-stream. This area is an important area for, amongst other birds, the 
redshank. As a result English Heritage and the landowners are proposing highly 
restrictive access (for only 3 months of the year) to this section of the Coastal 
Path. It is also proposed to delete the existing definitive path and replace it with 
the restricted access Coastal Path. As the use restriction seems excessive and 
contrary to the intention of the English Coastal Path to provide access at all times, 
I have asked for advice from Head Office and am awaiting the views of the Coastal 
Path Officer on this issue. 
Cropping and Obstruction of Paths – at the last Area Council it was agreed 
that any regular such cases on well used paths would be notified to the Area FPS 
for reporting to the RPA if the circumstances warranted. Surprisingly I am only 
aware of one or two such complaints being forwarded to the RPA. As the present 
rural payments system will be maintained for the next year or so, and a similar 
replacement scheme post-Brexit has been promised, it is surprising that so few 
complaints have been made (unless I have not been notified). 
Keep our paths open! – group walk leaders do a lot to maintain the use of the 
excellent network of paths in Somerset and N. Somerset by choosing different 
paths to walk. A prior recce. with a small group to clear any overgrowth or simple 
obstructions can ensure that the paths are available for others. More serious  
obstructions can be cleared by working parties with the approval of the local SCC 
or NSDC warden for the area. With Mendip I am trying to arrange a meeting with 
the relevant Cabinet Member at SCC to discuss greater use of Ramblers  
volunteers. N. Somerset does not seem to have the same problem of a perceived 

reluctance to use volunteers.    Carl Earl 

  

 

 

Vanessa Griffiths appointed Chief Executive 
 

Vanessa joins the Ramblers from National Trust Wales, where she is responsible for 
leading the North Wales team of staff and 
volunteers. With more than 10 years  
experience in the charity sector, Vanessa 
has also previously successfully led 
Groundwork North Wales - a social  
enterprise working with disadvantaged 
individuals and communities to help them 
to improve their own lives through the 
creation of green spaces, green jobs and 
green energy. Before this she was a senior 
civil servant in the Welsh government, where she was responsible for economic 
development and business support. 
     Des Garrahan, Chair of the Ramblers Board of Trustees, said ‘We are delighted 
that Vanessa Griffiths is joining us as our new chief executive and we extend a warm  
welcome to the Ramblers. Vanessa has a long history of caring for landscapes and 
helping connect people with place, which stands her in good stead as the lead of 
Britain’s walking charity. 
 

Area 2017 AGM, 18th February at Nether Stowey 
Hosted by Sedgemoor Group at St Mary’s Church Centre, there will be a walk  
starting at 10.30am followed by time to eat packed lunches before the meeting 
which starts at 2pm.  The speaker will be Chris Siddaway, who will talk about  
Somerset history and culture in a humorous and interesting style together with a 
slide presentation.  A good turnout would be appreciated! 
Area Secretary needed  We will need to elect a new Area Secretary to replace 
David Thompson who moves on to the position of Chairman. Proposers and  
seconders please for this important post.  Contact David Thompson via the area 
website to find out what the job entails if you are interested. 
 

Newsletter editor  
The current newsletter editor is moving out of the area and we need a replacement. 
Anyone prepared to take on the role please contact Joan Gubbin by email on 
mail@gubbin.co.uk if you are interested.  Full briefing on what is required will be 
given.  
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